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MacChangers:
Cycling at Main and Emerson 

By:  Faizan Dhalla, Hasmik Nazaryan, Amanda Reale, 
Scott McDougall, Joe Dominicis, Rachael Rajendram



Background



Problem Definition & Scope
- Inefficient integration of cycling 

- Lacking:

(1) safety high vehicular traffic

(2) cycling infrastructure

- Main users: students cycling for travel, leisure & utility

- LRT plan → opportunity for improvement



Proposed Solution: Add a bike lane to Emerson



Design & Traffic Analysis
- PTV Vissim 10 (Student Version) was used to analyze the traffic

- Traffic data was acquired from Metrolinx/City of Hamilton and manual counts

- Assumptions & Challenges:

- Based on 2031 estimates

- Lacking some information (i.e. traffic signal timings, bus data, transit signal priority, etc)

- Road geometrics not exact; some bugs

- New residence building on Main





VISSIM Results
Planned 2031 Conditions

2031 Conditions w/ Bike Lanes and No Right Turn on Red at Emerson



Cycling Lane Features



Sobi Bikes/Transfer

- reduced fare when transferring b/w modes of transportation (Sobi, LRT, HSR)

- City officials as advocates

- Presto Card→ facilitates transfers

E.G.

- HSR/LRT/Sobi one-time payment → transfer to another mode within a 2-hour 

window 

- depending on the initial transportation fare, price reduction will vary accordingly



Societal Perception



Conclusion
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“Develop a solution that positively influences public transit in Hamilton and can be  

implemented in a feasible manner”



Purpose of this  

Project
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Purpose

● Mitigating Social Inequalities through  

Transportation

● Removing Stigma

● Increase Ridership and Inclusivity

● Stakeholders: parents, school board, city  

council, tax payers, surrounding  

businesses



Our Solution
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Solution

● FreeHSRforchildren12&under

Outcome:

● Reduce stigma within children

● Increase ridership for longer time

● Gradually integrateHamiltonians  

with publictransit



Case Study

Toronto:

● Fare prices for children 75 Cents to

Free in March 2015. All other fares went  

up by 10 Cents

● Annual Trips taken by children:

- 2014: 11 million

- 2016: 23 million

- 2017: 27 million



Case Study:

Edmonton:

● Proposal to reduce fares for children 12 and under

● Current fares around $2.3 for children 6 and over, $2.6 for  

adults



Feedback
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Opinions on OurIdea

● “Viewed asaclassproblem”

● “Crabs in abucket  

mentality”

● “Evidence-baseddecision  

making”

Sam Merulla (Ward4)

● “Teaches transit habits to  

children and increases  

ridership”

● "An investment not an  

expenditure"

Laura Ryan, Community Developer
Matthew Green (Ward 3)

● “An issueof political will and uniting all  

Hamiltonians”

● “Seenasanother tax by suburban  

wards”

● “The city is stratified by geography  

anddemographics”



Implementation
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Road Price Transparency

● There’s ahidden cost to driving

● Cost of sprawl

● Solution

○ Interactivemaps showing  

capital work investment

○ Road/mobility pricing



Stakeholders

HSR

The Hamilton-Wentworth  

School Board

City Council  

Provincial/Federal Funding  

Hamiltonians



Why Should YouCare?

● Parents will spend less time driving their kids around

○ Reducing congestion

● HSR ridership increase

○ stigma is reduced from a young age

○ habits are established by youth

● Riding transit builds independence, responsibility, and navigation skills

● The people of Hamilton will gain an increased appreciation of the benefits of  

public transit



Thank You For  

Listening!
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Questions?
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Geographic  

Scope
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Source: Hamilton Public Works



Toronto Case Study contd…
- “It helps kids to get to school, to daycare, to appointments, to the library, to recreational  

programs, and frankly to have an opportunity to enjoy the city” - Mayor John Tory

- We are “developing anew generation of transit users who will think first of using transit to  

get around the city”

- Initiative cansave struggling families hundreds of dollars ayear

- Kids 10 - 12 agesmust carry ttc photo IDs, IDs cost $6 each

Theprogramcosts thecityabout$8millionannually.



Edmonton Case Study Contd...

- More Family friendly, encourages families to travel around

- Cost of implementation would be a few hundred thousand - Mayor Don  

Iveson

- Only condition kids must be accompanied by adult or older teen at all  

times



MacChangers 
2017-2018

Group: Big Data 1
Ezra Ariel, Alessandra Guerinoni, Andy Hameed, 
Nicole Langdon & Salma Latuke 



What is Big Data?

https://sdtimes.com/data/big-data-go/



Initial Problem Identification: 
Transportation Challenges in Hamilton

Existing challenges and barriers:

● Long wait/transfer times
● Long ride times
● The “Last Mile” problem
● Accessibility concerns
● Confusing

Groups affected:

● Well… everyone! But certain groups, 
such as those with disabilities, 
seniors, students, and people living in 
poverty are most affected by these 
challenges 



Current Solutions

https://raisetheham

mer.org/article/2622

/



Our Process



Problem Identification: Barriers and 
Challenges

https://www.hamilton.ca/hsr-bus-schedules-fares/riding-hsr



Our Solution

● Started with an app idea for users, 
realized a website would allow us to 
reach a wider audience

● Uses crowdsourcing to gain insight 
on the HSR

● Validation for process improvements, 
valuable data for future policy 
changes

● Chance for their voices to be heard, 
hope to get improvements in their 
neighborhood

● Additional avenue of communication 
between HSR and their users

● Include pictures of prototype/design 
process

● Objectivity as a third party site, 
minimizes cost to HSR and taxpayers



Current Solutions



Next Steps

● Short-term: set-up the website
● Long-term: once the website is set-

up, create an app for HSR users
● Sorted based on type of issues in a 

database/spreadsheet
● Compile in easy-to-interpret format 

to be sent to HSR

Lesson from MacChangers ..

Use your voice to represent those who are 
underrepresented 



Conclusion



Transportation & Big 
Data

Jacob, Jordon, Danushka, Stefan



Our Inspiration

- One of our group members missed his first midterm due to an inconsistency in bus timing

- Many of us struggle to schedule our days because of daily delays

- Students are busy and time efficiency is primordial



The Problem

- How do get HSR buses to come on time?

- We can’t. That would be beyond us.

- We conceptualized a product to minimize the negative impact of this issue on student lives



The Solution

- Naturally, the first approach that came to mind was to design an app to inform users of real time 

expected bus times

- While researching, we found an app from HSR that provides bus timing and route data but it lags and 

is difficult to use

- Our app would have to be very intuitive and make getting the desired information extremely fast



The Product

- The application features a home screen with preset locations (such as home, food 

store and university) arranged in a circular fashion

- Sliding one’s finger from one point to another establishes the route

- Bus times are then displayed accordingly

- It would also display weather conditions

- By collecting data on the user’s location, the delay time can be confirmed or re-

adjusted to provide more accurate data for other app users



Takeaways

- We changed our approach to this problem multiple times, first ideas are rarely optimal

- The audience of our product was greater than anticipated; commuters and senior citizens could also 

benefit from such an app



“ Our Story
with MacChangers

JELENA DONG YUNXI HE MINHAOMAO SUSAN CHEN SHIRLEY LIU

Transportation Alternative I



Problem
Definition
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Initiative:
Bike Share
System

Dialogue with
Current SOBI User;
Collect User
Experience via
online survey

Contact SOBI
Representative
with Our Plan and
Solutions towards
Current Issues

Change Idea:
Focus on Bike
Share within Mac
Campus: MacBike
Library Proposal

Connect with Kate:
Check the Feasibility
with Previous Idea;
Adopt the New
Approach

Talk to Project 
Manager Pete:
Supportive; 
suggested us to 
connect with 
SRA, PACTP

Moving
Forward
…



OFO, Shanghai  
https://blog.7parkdata.com/chinas-bicycle-sharing-growing-motorpace/



WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

?



Thanks for Listening!
Question?



C arpool Hamilton



THATS  NOT IT





Have you ever taken the HS R at 
nig ht?

263

114

Do you feel safe at a inner s treet bus  
s top during   nig ht time

143
147

Has the bus  Driver ever g one by you 
bec ause they did not see you during  
nig ht time

178

199

Y
N

If yes  to the previous  question, what 
did you do?

Waited for 
the next bus

Went bac k to 
plac e of orig in

Found 
alternative 

182

15

179

Do you identify as  Male, 
Female, or O ther?

M

F
O

160
190

27



THO DE LIBRARY





NiteLite





DEMONS TRATION



Q UES TIO NS ?

Thank you
The End 



See you next year!

THANK 
YOU!


